
ROOSTER AND THE VIETNAM WAR

"Rooster" is a song by the American rock band Alice in Chains, featured on their second studio . The music video
featured real Vietnam War documentary/news footage as well as some very realistic, graphically re-enacted combat
scenes.

He had no experience with guerrilla warfare beyond the unconventional operations of his Ranger company in
Korea, but he had spent the past nineteen years learning how to make war. A counter-guerrilla war was simply
another form of warfare, and he would learn how to wage it successfully. His character and the education that
the Army had given him at service schools and civilian universities had combined to produce a man who could
be possessed by the task that faced him and at the same time sufficiently detached to discern its root elements.
If Cao did not like the proposal, he would smile just as cheerfully and tell Vann that he had a better idea. Cao
had a tendency to strut, and he was never without his swagger stick, a gnarled and highly polished piece of
exotic dark wood. Vann, with his training in statistics, was struck by the potential for growth of Communist
guerrilla power in a society with this profile. Later, in private, he would tell Cao why he objected to the idea.
And he was crying the whole time. It meant a lot to him that I wrote it. He would praise Cao in the same way
to various reporters, including me, who came down to cover these engagements, while Cao stood by listening
and smiling. Cao did not listen happily to arguments put forward for another priority that Vann and Porter had
agreed uponâ€”halting the growth of the Communist-led insurrection by depriving the Vietcong of the
freedom of the night. But on Rooster, I was trying to think about his side of it â€” what he might have gone
through. At first glance, he appeared runty: he stood five feet nine inches and weighed a hundred and fifty
pounds, and he reminded Porter, whose father had owned a feed and farm-merchandise store in Texas, of a
banty rooster. What all Asian peasants wanted most, Vann was certain, was peace and security in which to till
their land; they did not care whether those who established the law and order were Communists or capitalists.
Two companies of ARVN. The guerrillas were capturing more and more weapons, which enabled them to
launch more and bigger attacks. In December, , President Kennedy had committed the arms of the United
States to the task of suppressing a Communist-led rebellion and preserving South Vietnam as a separate state
governed by an American-sponsored regime in Saigon. The genius lay in his pragmatic cast of mind and in his
instinct for assessing the particular talents and motivations of other men and turning those talents and
motivations to his advantage. He drove fast, and he always drove himself. Real life combat veterans have
often commented about how moving and realistic these scenes were, yet MTV initially pulled the
controversial video from rotation due to complaints about the graphic nature of the war scenes. Vann knew
there was a better chance of laying a successful ambush with a small unit, and also less chance of being
counter-ambushed in the dark. He is scared. He had not seen a great deal of combat. The guidance from the
Presidential palace was, in effect, to accommodate the Americans where it would do no harm. He strutted a bit
more, his manner grew more pompous, and he also clearly saw advancement of his career in the hero image of
him that Vann was projecting and in the fact that his division was killing Vietcong on a scale that none of the
other divisions were attaining. The Saigon government had already forfeited most of the southern half to the
guerrillas. They were artificial in their formality, like training models at the Infantry School at Fort Benning.
Unlike the French, Americans were not colonialists, he maintained, and, in any case, the French were a
decadent people whose time had passed. This conclusion was based on a conviction he shared with virtually
all Americans in Vietnam in this early periodâ€”the conviction that the Vietnamese peasants were essentially
apolitical. They spit on me in my homeland. Cantrell Sr.


